
SNS	  Equipment	  update	  for	  November	  BOD	  Meeting:	  

As you by now are all aware of, we have taken action against XXXXXXXXXXXX. On 
Sunday October 18, 2015 Mark Brown and myself spent nine hours at the 
storage facility going over what equipment we had or did not have and perhaps Ethan 
can give us some feedback as far as scoreboards are concerned. We tried to 
logically to organize three of the lockers that were an absolute mess and Mark had 
already taken the initiative to straighten some of it out. We hauled everything out to the 
parking lot and tested all the equipment. Prior to Sunday, Mark and emailed Dennis to 
see if he did have any equipment which he did have 4 starting units, well three and a 
half. Denna has pictures that I took of what we received. I was able to resurrect one 
starting unit and 1 will go back to Daktronics perhaps two. 
 
As it stands now, we have three complete working sets available for rent. We do have a 
Swim 6 that has to go back since it had a note on it from me a year ago that it was 
shutting down all the time. The good news is besides the grey cables we have in the 
rental boxes, we are exceedingly flush in grey cables. We have two sets  of 12 lane 
cables. 4 sets of 10 lane cables and at least 1 set of 8 lane cables possibly two. We 
were able to find an abundance of 15' and 65' mic cables as well as many mic's that 
were in working order. We have an excess of start cables and plenty of horns and long 
cables. We do need one speaker cable that has multiple ports for speakers. We have 
approximately 35 push buttons that need repair and Mark is ordering kits to repair 
those. So if we are able to repair those then we should be able to create a 4th set since 
when long course season starts two units will be going out. We would like to purchase 
two rolling bins so it is easier than lifting the tubs. 
 
Our proposal is that we go out to other LSC's to see if they need and offer grey cables 
that we have an abundance of and try to sell some of them at a discounted price. We 
have two brand new LED scoreboards in storage that are not ours as well as 3 LED 
ones that I think are ours that need some work but they are easy to attach the panels. 
We also have 2or 3 old scoreboards that we don"t use at all. 
 
In addition we have some wooden boxes that we stored the touchpads in but we were 
told they scratched the surface so that is why we went to metal racks. We do have 
pads standing up in there and we may use a couple to get them out of the way and 
surplus the rest.. Once we do this we should be able to get down to two lockers. The 
fourth locker does indeed have a washer and dryer, table saw, Christmas ornaments 
and it does have 3 dot matrix printers,  a case of paper for it and a storage rack which 
we will move down. 
 
As far as we could tell, nothing has been repaired in at least two years or at least 
checked out. We will present the board and itemized wish list of what we need. It looks 
like we do need a swim 6. We have a few swim 5's that were repaired 3 years ago by 
Mark Fountain in Orland Ca and they are working but we need power sources for two of 
them. Lord only know what happened to them or the chargers for the Daktronic units. It 
appears that when equipment was checked in it was not inventoried. There are folders 
that should go in the boxes when they are rented and I found those buried in a bin.  
 
                                                                                                        Respectfully 
                                                                                                        Bill Fisher	  


